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Frrèrre  Jaacqquess  iss  aa  little  ‘rrounnd’’  thaat  we  ussed  to  ssinng  inn  ourr  junniorr  sschool  choirr.  I  wouldnn’’t  be
ssurrprrissed  if  you  did  too.    Todaay  it  forrmmss  the  baasse  forr  aa  ssimmple  mmulti-ttrraack  rrecorrdinng  worrksshop.

Simple Multi-track Recording

workshop: tyros o.s.

A ‘round’ is where one voice starts singing/playing a
tune - then another voice starts to sing/play exactly the
same tune, but starting a couple of bars later -then a
third voice starts the same thing a couple of bars after
the second.  Together they make a continuous
harmonised piece that makes for a simple, but
effective, exercise in multi-layered recording.  

1 Let’s begin by choosing a Style and three Voices to 
work with.  I chose the Country Sing-along style 
(Country category).  If you find a style you prefer 
that’s fine - just as long as the tune fits.

2 Next I pressed the ONE TOUCH SETTING (OTS) 
button [1].  You’ll see in fig.1 opposite that this 
brought up three voices for the right hand - Vintage 
EP, DoBeDoBe, and Jazz Accordion.

Switching on [OTS1] also switches on the 
Accompaniment [ACMP] and [SYNC START] 
buttons. 

Note: If you’re using an older, or different, model than
Tyros5 you may have to find a different style - but the
important thing is that you use an OTS where only the
RIGHT 1 voice is actually switched on. This is because
we’re going to bring in the other two voices (RIGHT2
and RIGHT3) later on.
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ONE TOUCH SETTING (OTS)  
and PART SELECT controls

SONG controls

3 Next press the [REC] and [STOP] controls (fig.2) to 
prepare the keyboard for a New Song recording.

4 Then, press the [REC] button again to set all the 
channels to RECord (bottom of screen fig.3).

5 Check that the [ACMP] and [SYNC START] STYLE 
controls are switched on (fig.2) and that the MAIN A
Style Variation is selected.

6 When you’re ready to record, play a C major chord 
in the Style part of the keyboard.  The recording will
begin and the BAR/BEAT counter (boxed in fig.2) 
starts to count out the measures.  Let the C major 
chord play play for 16 bars.

7 When the BAR/BEAT counter reaches 16 press the 
Song [STOP] button.

The screen displays a message... 

We can ignore this for now because we’re not ready
yet to save the song.  The message will disappear 
when you either a) press [EXIT] or b) press another 
button. 

The accompaniment Style parts have now been 
recorded to channels 9-16 and we can move on to 
record the three melody parts we’re going to lay 
over the top.

8 Press the RIGHT 1 PART SELECT button (fig.2) to 
call up the Vintage EP voice.  Vintage EP will be 
highlighted in the screen as shown in fig.3. 

9 Now press, and hold, the [REC] button as you 
press the top part of button 1 under the screen to 
set Channel 1 to record (fig 4).

10 Check the pop-up box that appears on the screen 
to make sure that RIGHT1 is highlighted and that 
Channel 1 is the only one set to record.

11 Now, when you’re ready to record the tune, press 
the [PLAY/PAUSE] Song control (fig.2) to start 
playback of the accompaniment.

Fig. 2 STYLE controls

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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At bar 3 (allowing 2 bars for an ‘intro’) start to play 
the tune.

12 When you’ve played through the piece once press 
the [STOP] Song control (fig.2) to end the recording.

13 Press the [PLAY/PAUSE] Song control (fig.2) to play
back the recording so far.  Once you’ve reached the
end of the melody track press [STOP] again.

Note:  If you make a mistake during recording, 
press [STOP].  Then press [REC] again.  The light 
of the channel you’ve just recorded will light up 
again (no others) and you can then press [PLAY / 
PAUSE] to start playback and have another go.

14 Once you’ve completed the first melody track to 
your satisfaction, it’s time to get ready to record 
track 2.  For this track we need a different voice so 
press the RIGHT 2 PART SELECT button (fig.2) to 
call up the DoBeDoBe voice.  DoBeDoBe will now 
be highlighted in the screen as shown in fig.5.

Note: Be sure to switch off RIGHT 1 PART SELECT 
button when you switch on RIGHT2.

15 Now press, and hold, the [REC] button as you 
press the top part of button 2 under the screen to 
set Channel 2 to record (fig 6).

16 Check the pop-up box that appears on the screen 
to make sure that RIGHT2 is highlighted and that 
Channel 2 is the only channel set to record.

17 When you’re ready to record the second track, 
press the [PLAY/PAUSE] Song control (fig.2) to start
playback of the recorded parts.  Watch the BAR/ 
BEAT Counter (boxed in fig.3) and, at bar 3, you’ll 
hear the first melody track begin to playback.  When
the counter reaches bar 5 start to play the melody 
as before (but ignoring the two bars rest). 

18 When you’ve played through the piece, press the
[STOP] Song control (fig.2) to end this part of the 
recording.

Note: The prompt displayed at step 7 about saving 
is shown again.  Continue to ignore this until we 
save the completed song at the end of the recording.

19 To play back what you’ve recorded so far press the 
[PLAY/PAUSE] Song control (fig.2).  Once you’re 
satisfied that the new part of the recording is okay 
press [STOP] again.  Now you have recorded an 
accompaniment and two melody tracks.

You’ll have gathered by now that the process of 
building up a multi-layered recording is quite 
straightforward and very repetitive.  The more times 
you do it the easier it becomes - so let’s do it all one
more time.

20 You’re now ready to lay down the third and final 
track to complete the recording.  Again, we need to 
use a different voice for this track  so press the 
RIGHT 3 PART SELECT button (fig.2) to call up the 
Jazz Accordion voice.  Jazz Accordion will now 
be highlighted in the screen as shown in fig.7.

Note: Be sure to switch off RIGHT 2 PART SELECT 
button when you switch on RIGHT3.

21 Now press, and hold, the [REC] button as you 
press the top part of button 3 under the screen to 
set Channel 3 to record (fig 8).

22 As before, check the pop-up box that appears on 
the screen to make sure that RIGHT3 is highlighted 
and that Channel 3 is the only channel set to record.

23 When you’re ready, press [PLAY/PAUSE] to start 
playback of the recorded parts.  
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Fig. 5
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Watch the BAR / BEAT Counter and you’ll hear the 
first melody part begin at bar 3, the second at bar 5,
and you should be ready to start when the counter 
reaches bar 7.

24 When you’ve completed the new track press the
[STOP] button to end the recording.

25 To play back the complete recording press the 
[PLAY/PAUSE] Song control button again.  If you’re 
happy with the result it’s time to save your work.

Note: If you’d like to compare your completed version
with mine, email me at glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk with
Frère Jacques in the subject line and I’ll send you a
copy of my finished Song file to play on your Tyros,
PSR-SX etc.

Save your work

1 To save the Song file press the [REC] and [STOP] 
buttons together (as though to create a new Song). 
A prompt asks...

3 And when you select YES you’ll be taken to the 
USER page in the SONG folder (fig.9).

4 Press SAVE at the bottom of the screen in fig.9 and 
then, when the SAVE text box appears, delete the 
current name ‘New Song’ and enter the name of the
song in its place...  (fig.10)

5 The Frère Jacques Song file is posted on the USER 
page (from where it can be recalled at any time). 

To recall the song file later, return to the Home screen
and press button A - SONG.  This will take you back to
the USER page in the Song folder where you can
select the Frère Jacques Song file or any other Songs
you subsequently record.  That’s it for now...  I hope
you’ve discovered that making multi-layered recordings
is good fun with great results - and not so difficult to do.
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